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Abstract
Message Sequence Chart (MSC) is an appealing textual and graphical formalism for describing communicating systems. MSCs can be composed
into High-level Message Sequence Charts (hMSC) with greater expressiveness. Recently, time and probability properties have been introduced into
MSC. We provide a survey of the current work related to MSC extended
by probability. We also suggest how to deal with stochastic information
in MSC and hMSC and how to compute performance properties of the system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In a development of a telecommunication system it is important to specify
formally a desired behaviour of the system in the earliest phases of the development process. This helps to find possible flaws in the system structure
or behaviour early and save the company a lot of resources.
Message Sequence Chart (MSC) is a description language widely used
in industry for a requirement and design specification. Advantage of MSCs
is that they have well defined both syntax and semantics. MSC specifies
the system behaviour from a global perspective. Each MSC portrays one
scenario of a possible behaviour of the system, by displaying message exchanges, local actions and other events ordered for each process on a single
time line.
These scenarios may be composed together to a so called High-level
Message Sequence Chart (hMSC), which is able to capture a more complex
behaviour of the system such as branching or iteration of scenarios.
The increasing popularity of MSCs caused a standardization effort that
resulted in the ITU-T Recommendation Z.120 [7].
The advantage of MSC model is that it allows designers to use intuitively looking visual description of the system, while – because of the formal background – it is possible to formally check properties of the system
against possible errors and also help designer with further modeling.
To be able to specify real-time systems, MSC was recently extended with
time properties, such as timers and interval delays. Also to check these time
properties, time constraints were introduced.
But for even more realistic specification of a behaviour of a real-world
system it is useful to extend MSC also with probabilistic properties. These
probabilities may arise in a two different places. Every individual message
or action may be enhanced with a stochastic time information (saying that
this message or action durates for a time specified by a continuous random
variable). The other place for probabilities is in the branching of scenarios within an hMSC. These must sum to 1 and specify the probability that
the system execution will continue according to a particular scenario. These
2
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probabilities allow us to make a performance analysis of a system.
This area is quite recent and there has not been done much work yet.
Aim of this thesis is to overview currently existing approaches, compare
them and also suggest our own solutions. This is motivated by a work on
a computer software SCStudio [12], which is developed in Faculty of Informatics.
Structure of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2 needed terms are defined and explained. Probability is introduces in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 contains an overview of currently existing approaches and their comparison.
Suggestions how to solve the problem in practice are located in Chapter 5.
And finally, the work is concluded in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries
In this chapter we introduce and formally define needed terms, which are
used in the rest of the thesis.

2.1 Basic Message Sequence Chart
Message Sequence Charts (MSC) were defined in the International Telecommunications Union (ITU-T) Recommendation Z.120 [7]. MSCs provide a standardized description technique for telecommunications system design. They
are used at the early stages of the development to document the expected
system behaviour.
Each MSC describes a scenario where asynchronous processes communicate by sending messages to other processes. Such a scenario contains description of the sent and received messages, local events, timers, and the ordering among them. Example of a visual description of a simple MSC with
three processes and six messages is shown in Figure 2.1.
Each process in an MSC is represented in a visual description by a vertical line with a process name at the top. A message is represented by an arrow from the sending process to the receiving one. Every send or receive
is an event. Events are ordered on the process lines from top to bottom according to the order of their execution. We can see from the picture that
for example the receive of the message m1 should happen before the send
of the message m2. This order is called the visual order.
The rectangular box c1 is a so called coregion. Events in a coregion may
happen in any order. However, we may specify the order of some particular
two events by drawing a dashed arrow (called connection) inside the coregion from one to another. In our figure, connection specifies that the receive
of the message m5 must happen after the receive of the message m4 (for
example because we may be using a FIFO communication channel – channel in which messages from one sender to another are received in the same
order as they were sent).
4
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MSC simple
p1

p2

p3

m1
m2
m3

c1 m4

m6

m5

Figure 2.1: example of an MSC
Now when we have some basic intuition what an MSC is, we can define
it formally. The definition we use is based on the one from [6].
Definition 1. An MSC (with coregions and connections) is defined as a tuple
(E, <, P, τ, P, M, C, G), where
• E is a set of events;
• < is a partial ordering on E called visual order;
• T is a set of timer labels
• P is a finite set of processes;
• τ : E → {s, r} is a labeling function dividing events into send and receive
events
• P : E → P is a mapping that associates each event with a process;
• M ⊆ (τ −1 (s) × τ −1 (r)) is a bijective mapping, relating every send with
a unique receive, such that for any e, f ∈ M we have P (e) 6= P (f ) –
a process cannot send messages to itself;
• C is a set of pairwise disjoint coregions where a coregion C ∈ C is a subset
of events on some process p ∈ P, i.e. C ⊆ P −1 (p);
5
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• G ⊆ C∈C C × C is a partial ordering on events within coregions and is
called connections.
The Visual order < is defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of
[
M∪G∪
<p where <p = (≺p r{(ex , ey ) | ex , ey ∈ C ∧ C ∈ C})
p∈P

where ≺p is a total order on P −1 (p) such that each coregion associated with p is
a set of consecutive events wrt ≺p . In other words, <p is a total ordering of events
outside of the coregions and of the coregions as whole units; each two events within
the coregions are pairwise unordered except of those connected by a connection.

2.2 High-level Message Sequence Charts
Message Sequence Charts are useful for describing simple behaviour. When
we want to model a more complex system, where for example some choices
can be made, it would be nice to be able to connect different scenarios together. This is what High-level Message Sequence Charts (hMSC) are used
for.
There are three ways how to combine MSCs together – vertical composition, where two MSCs are combined sequentially, alternative composition
in which the system can alternatively choose one of the MSCs to follow and
iterative composition which composes an MSC sequentially with itself.
Intuitively we can imagine an hMSC as an oriented graph which contains in each node another hMSC or MSC. One of the nodes is initial where
the system starts and one of the nodes is terminal where the system finishes.
In Figure 2.2 there is an example of hMSC modeling a very simple ATM.
Initial node is depicted by a triangle oriented down, terminal node is depicted by a triangle oriented up. After the system starts either login fails
and then we try to log again or login is successful and we can withdraw
money or see deposit on the account.
Definition we use is the same as in [1]
Definition 2. An hMSC is defined as a tuple H = (N, B, v I , v T , µ, E)
• N is a finite set of nodes.
• B is a finite set of supernodes.
• v I ∈ N ∪ B is an initial node or supernode.
• v T ∈ N ∪ B is a terminal node or supernode.
6
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login_ok

withdraw

login_incorrect

deposit

Figure 2.2: High-level Message Sequence Chart – ATM
• µ is a labeling function µ : N ∪ B → MSC ∪ hMSC, labeling each node
n ∈ N by an MSC and each supernode m ∈ B by an hMSC.
• E ⊆ (N ∪ B) × (N ∪ B) is an edge relation on the nodes and supernodes.
Because it is technically more complicated to handle an hMSC which
can contain another hMSCs in nodes, we “unfold” the hMSC, such that
in every node there is just a basic MSC. This is called Message Sequence
Graph (MSG) and it is semantically equivalent to hMSC [1].
Definition 3. An MSG is defined as a tuple G = (S, τ, s0 , sf , c) where
• S is a finite set of states.
• τ ⊆ S × S is an edge relation.
• s0 ∈ S is an initial state.
• sf ∈ S is a terminal state.
• c : S → MSC is a labelling function;
Since now, we uderstand hMSC for simplicity as this MSG.
7
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2.3 Time in MSC and Constraints
For a more realistic description of a system, time properties are introduced
into MSCs [7].
We may define an interval describing how much time elapses between
two events. These two events have to be in a visual order.
Each process may have associated several timers with associated time.
There are four special events involving timers – startTimer, restartTimer, stopTimer and timeout. Their names are self-explanatory. Timers are local to one
process, but their events may be distributed along more MSCs in an hMSC.
A similar meaning as timers have constraints – constraints link two visually ordered events and specify how much time do we want to elapse
between them. A difference between the interval and the constraint is that
the interval specifies how much time really elapses between two events,
while the constraint specifies the limits in which we want the time between
two events to be.
We also allow constraints between two MSCs in an hMSC, but it must
be from the beginning of one MSC to the end of another (and there must be
a path between them) or from the end of one MSC to the beginning of the
other (and there must be an edge between them – it means this interval
specifies a delay between them).
Also constraint has to be proper in some sense – because now we may
specify some constraints that do not give a sense – for example starting
outside a cycle and ending inside the cycle in an hMSC.
For formal definition of constraints and proper constraints please see [9].
Because of the similarity between timers and constraints we will use them
interchangeably.

8

Chapter 3

Probability Extension of Message Sequence Chart
MSCs allow us to model behaviour of a system. But even if we extend them
with a notion of a time and with constraints, it is not sufficient to capture
all desired properties. Therefore it is needed for more realistic modeling
of communicating protocols and posterior checking of correctness of them
to extend the MSC with probabilities.
These probabilities can arise in two different places. One of them is duration of passing of one particular message. In reality duration of passing
the messages is not distributed uniformly within a specified interval (as in
the case of timed MSCs). It can be distributed with any continuous time
probabilistic distribution. Sometime we do not know the distribution of
one particular message, but instead we know the joint distribution of some
events in a row. This is also allowed, but these actions have to be “noninterrupted” – it means no other action interrupts execution of these actions. We will denote this in pictures by writing a specification of a probabilistic distribution near an arrow (or a group of arrows) depicting a message.
The second use of probabilities is in a branching in an hMSC. Whenever
a system can choose from more MSCs to continue, we would like to specify
probability distribution over all possibilities. Every outgoing edge will then
receive a real number from the interval h0, 1i and sum of these numbers
over all outgoing edges from one particular node sums to 1.
After adding these probabilities into the model, there are three natural
tasks we would like to help the developer with:
1.

Checking
All probabilities, probability distributions and constraints within the
system are specified and we would like to know whether the whole
system, if running for a specified time t, will finish with probability
at least p.

2.

Synthesis of coefficients
9
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Some probabilities, probability distributions or constraints are not specified and we would like to know how to set them to achieve wanted
behaviour of the whole system.
3.

Help with further modeling
The system is again just partially described and we would like to
know whether there exist some relations between some particular
timers or probabilities and on which of them behaviour of the system
depends the most.

Example of a problem of type 2 (synthesis of coefficients) is depicted in
Figure 3.1.

msc OK

msc NOK

t

t

(0,25)

Log−N(10,1)

Log−N(10,1)

Figure 3.1: example of a small hMSC with probabilities, timers and constraints
This hMSC models a very simple system. There are just two processes.
These processes exchange two messages. The message passing time needed
for delivering both messages is specified with a log-normal probability distribution with median of 10 and standard deviation of 1. There is a timer
specifying, that the messages have to be delivered before a time t (scenario
OK). If it is not delivered before time t (scenario NOK), we send the messages again. The whole system has to finish in a time interval (0, 25).
The question is how to set the time limit t such that the probability that
the whole system will finish during the interval (0, 25) is for example 60 %.
10
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State of the Art
There already exist three different approaches how to use probabilities in
MSCs. In this chapter we shortly describe each of them and compare them
with our requirements.

4.1 Reliability Prediction
Genaı́na Rodrigues, David Rosenblum, and Sebastian Uchitel in their paper
[11] described a method how to use scenarios to predict reliability of the
system based on component reliability estimates.
Their method is composed of four steps:
1.

annotating a scenario specification with probabilistic properties

2.

transforming the annotated scenario to the probabilistic labeled transition system (LTS)

3.

constructing a stochastic matrix for LTS

4.

computing the system reliability
Assumptions that have to be fulfilled for this method to apply:

•

The transfer of control between MSCs has the Markov property, meaning that the transition from one scenario to another is based only on
the current scenario and independent from the past history.

•

Failures are independent across transitions.

•

There is only one initial and one final node in the hMSC.

•

There are no implied scenarios. (Implied scenario is such behaviour
of the system that each process is, from its local perspective, behaving correctly, yet from a system perspective the behaviour is incorrect. Usually this happens because every process behaves according
11
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to some valid sequence of MSCs, but not all of them follow the same
sequence – it means some processes think they are in a different part
of a scenario. For more details about implied scenarios see for example [2].)
Annotating Scenarios
Scenarios (both MSC and hMSC) are annotated with two kinds of probabilities, the probability of transitions between scenarios P T Sij and the reliability of the processes denoted by Rp .
The transition probability P T Sij is the probability that execution transfers directly from the scenario Si to the scenario Sj . Thus, for the scenario
Si sum of all P T Sij for all successors Sj is equal to one.
The reliability of processes is the probability that the process does not
fail when receives a message. This reliability for a process can be a single
value (process has the same reliability all the time) or it can change depending on an incoming message or scenario which is executed at the time.
Transforming to the Probabilistic LTS
This step is based on the synthesis approach of Uchitel et al. [13]. Each step
is extended with adding probability weights according to probabilities in
an annotated MSC.
1.

For each process Pi and each MSC Sj , a labeled transition system
(LTS) Pi Sj is constructed by projecting the local behaviour of Pi in
the scenario Sj . In particular, each message with an action a that Pi
sends or receives in Sj is synthesized as a transition with action a in
Pi Sj , and the sequence of transitions in Pi Sj corresponds with the
sequence of messages sent or received by Pi in Sj .
Also we add for each transition in Pi Sj a transition from the same
source going into the global ERROR state. This models a chance that
the process Pi fails during execution of the transition. The original
transition has a probability Rp , the added one 1 − Rp .

2.

For each process Pi , the set of LTSs constructed for Pi in step 1 are
composed into a process LTS for Pi according to the structure of the
hMSC, with hidden transitions (τ actions) linking the final state of
Pi Sj to the start state of Pi Sj 0 whenever there is a transition from
Sj to Sj 0 in the hMSC. The resulting LTS includes a new start state
corresponding to the start state of the hMSC.
12
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Scenario transition probabilities P T Sjj 0 are mapped to according τ
transitions linking the final state of Pi Sj with the start state of Pi Sj 0 .
3.

Each component LTS constructed in the second step is reduced to
a trace-equivalent deterministic minimal LTS. This is consistent with
the delayed choice semantics of the ITU MSC standard [7].
Added probabilities have to be handled correctly. Probability weights
of the eliminated τ transitions have to be “pushed” to the newly accumulated outgoing transitions, with the new weight on each such
outgoing transition equal to its old weight multiplied by the weight
of the eliminated τ transition. It can be shown that self loops of τ transitions can be eliminated without this pushing.
After elimination of τ transitions sum of the outgoing transitions from
the resulting new state may not be equal to one. In that case weights
have to be normalized.

4.

The architecture model for the system is taken as the parallel composition of the minimized process LTSs constructed in step 3.
The probability weights are computed according to the notion of generative parallel composition defined in [5].

Constructing a Stochastic Matrix for Probabilistic LTS
Architecture model created in a previous step is interpreted as a Markov
model. The transition probability weights are mapped into a square transition matrix M 0 , which rows sum to one. We relabel states of LTS such
that the terminal state of a correct execution is in the first column, ERROR
state in the second, and state from which we move to the terminal state is
in the last column.
Computing System Reliability
To compute the overall system reliability the Cheung model [3] is used.
Let M be a matrix obtained from the matrix M 0 by deleting rows and
scolumns according to the terminal and ERROR state and n be a number of
rows and columns in a matrix M . Cheung shows that the system reliability
can be computed as
|M |
Rn
Rel = (−1)n+1
|I − M |
13
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where I is an identity matrix and |M | denotes a determinant of matrix M .
This concludes their method.

Sensitivity Analysis
In their following paper [10] Uchitel et al. shows how to find how much a reliability of the system depends on a particular process reliability or probability of transition between scenarios.
In case of depending on a particular process p reliability, we keep the
probabilities of transition between scenarios unchanged, reliability of all
other processes fix to 1 and compute reliability of the whole system with
changing values of reliability of process p.
In case of depending on a particular probability of transition between
scenarios i and j, we keep the reliability of all processes unchanged, all
P T Sk,l where k 6= i unchanged as well. We change just the probability
P T Si,j and recompute P T Si,l , l 6= j proportionally such that they sum to 1.

Summary
This approach is not very useful for time related properties of MSC, only
possible use could be that reliability of each message would be replaced
with a probability that the message associated with some stochastic time
arrives in a specified time by a constraint. But this constraint can contain
just one message.
On the other hand, construction of an LTS and the use of probabilities
of transition from one scenario to another in hMSC are interesting. Their
approach used for a sensitivity analysis may be useful for the task 3 – help
with further modeling. We may fix all constraints and probabilistic distribution but one we are interested in and see what happens, if we change
values of this one particular constraint or parameters of the distribution.

4.2 Stochastic Petri Nets
We can also transform MSCs with time information into the stochastic Petri
nets. How to do this was shown by Olaf Kluge in [8]. We first recall what
a Petri net is, then we show transformation from an MSC without time information into a Petri net and finally how to transform also time information in an MSC into a stochastic Petri net.
14
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Petri Nets
A Petri net is defined as a triple (P, T, F ), where P is a nonempty finite set
of places, T is a nonempty final set of transitions and F is a transitioning
function
F : (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) → N0
describing how many oriented edges are between a place and a transition
and vice versa.
We will not formally define semantics of Petri net, we just intuitively
describe its behaviour. In each place there is a number of tokens. There
also can be no tokens in some places. Transition is enabled when there
are enough tokens on all its input places. Enough tokens means at least
the same number as number of edges from this place to the transition.
In each execution step one of the enabled transitions is randomly chosen
and this transition “consumes” one token for each incoming edge and “produces” one token for each outgoing edge.
P2
T1

T2

P1

P4

1
0
0
1
0
1
11
00
00
11
00
11

P3

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

P2
T1
P1

1
0
0
1

T2
P4

00
0011
11
00
11
11
00
00
0011
11

P3

Figure 4.1: Petri net with one execution step
In Figure 4.1 there is an example of a simple Petri net with four places
denoted by circles and two transitions denoted by rectangles. In an initial
configuration there is one token in the place P 1 and one in the place P 3.
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The transition T 1 is enabled as opposed to the transition T 2 which is not
because there is no token in the place P 2. So the only transition that can fire
is T 1 and it consumes one token from P 1 and produces one token to each
of the places P 2 and P 3.
Transformation from an MSC into a Petri Net
First we construct some Petri net fragments according to each event and
then we compose them together.
Each MSC event is mapped to one transition in a Petri net (see Figure
4.2). The simplest situation is with termination of the process. It is mapped
to one place and one transition. Local events (events that do not communicate with other processes) are mapped into two places and one transition.
Non-local events – sending and receiving of messages – are both mapped
into three places and one transition, just orientation of one edge differs.
P1

P1

P1

P1

P3
P2

process
termination

local
event

P3

P2

send
event

P2

receive
event

Figure 4.2: Transformation of MSC elements
For technical reasons we need two mappings p and l: P ∪ T → String to
be able to construct a composition of Petri net fragments. In the mapping p
we remember the process this place or transition belongs to and the mapping l associates transitions with events and some places with some needed
information (we do not want to go into technicalities).
There are two types of compositions to be performed – sequential and
parallel. First we sequentially compose all events on one process, then parallely compose all processes.
The sequential composition of two parts of MSC (or even MSC itself)
16
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is natural – for every process the end place of the first MSC (or part) is
merged with the start place of the second MSC (or part).
In the parallel composition the control flow is duplicated so that both
parts can run independently. Also matching places created for send and
receive events have to be merged.

Adding Time Information and Construction of the DSPN
Petri nets extended with stochastic information are called Deterministic and
Stochastic Petri Nets (DSPN). In comparison with normal Petri net DSPN
allow transitions not to be just instantaneous, but also to durate for a deterministic or exponentially distributed time.
DSPN is a tuple (P, T, F, type, Λ, p, l), where P , T , F are the same as in
normal Petri net, p and l are mappings introduced for sake of constructing
a Petri net from an MSC, type is a function: T → {immediate, deterministic,
exponential} and finally Λ is a function defining the transition rates for
exponential transitions or the delay (exact number or an interval) for the
deterministic transition.
Whenever there is an event in an MSC which takes some time, we “cut”
according transition into two and a timed transition is placed between.
You may see an example of a transformation of a simple MSC into a
DSPN in Figure 4.3. Deterministic transitions are denoted by a black wider
rectangle, exponential transitions by a wider rectangle.
However, this method is not able to transform all hMSC into a DSPN,
because currently it is an open question whether also alternative composition of two MSCs can be modeled.

Summary
This approach is able to transform an MSC with a stochastic information
into a DSPN. On this DSPN we may use some already existing tools as
a TimeNET [15].
The main disadvantage of Petri net approach is that it is currently not
able to transform all hMSCs because there is no way how to transform alternative composition of two hMSC, which is quite impracticals. Also DSPNs
allow only use of deterministic or exponential distribution on messages, we
are not able to model other probabilistic distributions.
17
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P01

T01
P11

T11

P21

T31
P13

P22

P12

msc Example
p1

T21

p2

Λ(T 31) = λ

m1(λ)

T12
Λ(T 12) = (a, b)

P23

(a,b)
T32

P14

T22
P24

P15
m2(λ)

T13

P25

Λ(T 32) = λ

P16

T41

P31

T42

Figure 4.3: Transformation of a simple MSC into a stochastic Petri net

4.3 Stochastic Message Sequence Charts
Another approach how to extend MSCs with stochastic information was introduced by Zhihe Zhou and Frederick T. Sheldon [14] by defining Stochastic Message Sequence Chart (SMSC).
An SMSC is an MSC where all events are associated with stochastic time
needed to complete the activity. An instantaneous event still can be modeled, it is an activity with associated zero time.
Stochastic time associated with activities can be of any kind of probabilistic distribution (deterministic, exponential, ...).
Message in SMSC consists of two activities – activity of sending the message and activity of receiving the message. This is done so to be able to
construct ordering of events.
18
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SMSC smc1
p1
m1(r1,r2)

p2

p3

m2(r3,r4)

a(r7)

m3(r5,r6)

Figure 4.4: Stochastic Message Sequence Chart
In Figure 4.4 there is shown an example of SMSC with three messages
and one local activity. Probability distribution used is exponential probability distribution. Each message has two associated parameters – first
(in the case of message m1 it is r1) specifies the rate of an exponentially
distributed random variable that gives the amount of time needed to send
the message, second parameter (r2 in case of m1) assigns time to the message receiving activity. Local activities have just one parameter (r7 in case
of the activity a).

Difference Between MSCs and SMSCs
MSCs do have time concepts to represent time passed between two events.
But events are still instantaneous, time is introduced as a special event
that can be inserted between two consecutive events to represent the time
elapse. Moreover time event represents deterministic not random time.
There is no special time event in SMSCs. Each activity is associated with
some time. An SMSC activity can mimic MSC event if the time associated
is zero. In that case the SMSC activity is also instantaneous.
All constructs (processes, local actions, conditions, ...) defined on MSC
are used by SMSC as well. The graphical representation of SMSC also looks
the same, we just add the parameters needed to specify the time to each
message or local action.
19
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We construct High-level Stochastic Message Sequence Chart (hSMSC)
the same way we did for MSC.
Ordering Rules
In MSCs there can happen just one event at the same time (because they are
instantaneous). So we can construct a partial order of events. On the other
hand, in SMSC each activity can last for some amount of time. It means
some activity may start before some other already started finishes. In that
case what is the order of these two activities?
We can decompose an activity to two events, one for starting the activity
and the other for it’s ending. The order of activities can be defined either as
the order of starting events or that of the ending events.
There are five rules for the ordering of activities and activity events:
1.

The event of starting an activity must happen before the event of finishing the same activity.

2.

Activities attached to a process are executed sequentially in the same
order as they are given on the vertical axis from top to bottom. An activity can only start after the previous one has finished.

3.

The activity of sending a message must finish before the activity of receiving the same message can begin.

4.

Activities in a coregion may happen in any order, but following the
rule 1.

5.

If general orderings are used, they are treated as messages in terms of
ordering these activities.

All these rules are quite natural, just the rule number 3 is worth noting. A message includes two activities, and hence four events – the event of
starting to send the message (SS), the event of starting to receive the message (SR), the event of finishing the sending of the message (FS) and the
event of finishing the receiving of the message (FR). Naturally, SS must happen before SR and FS must happen before FR. But rule number 3 is stronger
– it says that also FS must happen before SR. Why is it so?
If the receiving activity can start before the message has been completely
sent, then it is possible that the receiving activity finishes before the sending
activity finishes because the receiving activity takes random time to complete. Hence we cannot guarantee it finishes after the sending activity has
finished.
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Traces
An MSC specifies a set of valid traces that the system can take. We can
define a sequence of activities as a trace, then also an SMSC specifies a set
of valid traces. In addition, an SMSC also specifies a stochastic process. The
stochastic process enables us to do performance analysis about the system.
Integrating SMSC into the Möbius Framework
Möbius [4] is an extensible framework which allows implementing different stochastic models and provide tools to solve them. SMSCs can be integrated within this framework and we can use its solvers. For more details
about integrating SMSC to Möbius please see [14].
Summary
This approach is closest to what we want. It is able to capture stochastic time
parameters, and even the coregions. Author discusses just the exponential
distribution, but says that any may be used. Advantage is also the usage of
an already existing tool.
The main thing that is missing are the time constraints. Also there is
no way how to specify the probabilities for choice in an alternative composition in an hMSC.
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Chapter 5

Performance Analysis
This chapter contains discussion what approaches may be used in practice
to solve the problems mentioned in Chapter 3.

5.1 Random Variables and Probabilistic Distributions
Random variable, as we will understand it, is a function Ω → R+
0 , where Ω
is a sample space. Intuitively, it returns some value from the nonnegative
real numbers.
Every random variable may be described either by its cumulative distribution function (cdf ) or its probability density function (pdf ).

Figure 5.1: Log-normal distribution
A cumulative distribution function of a random variable X specifies
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the probability that the outcome of X is smaller or equal to some number.
Formally cdfX (x) = P (X ≤ x).
Other way how to describe a probability distribution is by a probability
density function, which describes the density of probability at each point
in the sample space. The probability that the outcome of a random variable
falls within some interval is given as an integral of density function over
that interval.
There is a close relation between a cumulative distribution function and
a probability distribution function:
Z x
pdfX (x)dx
cdfX (x) =
0

Example of a cumulative distribution function and a probability density
function for a log-normal distribution may be seen in Figure 5.1.
Probability density function of a sum of two independent random variables is the convolution of their density functions:
Z ∞
pdfX+Y (x) =
pdfX (y)pdfY (x − y)dy
0

The cumulative distribution function of a maximum of two independent
random variables may be computed as:
cdfmax(X,Y ) (x) = cdfX (x)cdfY (x)

5.2 Stochastic Analysis in MSC
Since now, we assume that every two neighboring events in the visual order
have assigned a random variable specifying the time needed to complete
the activity. If some pair of events does not, we assume that it happens
instantaneously.
Our aim is to compute probability density function or cumulative distribution function for the whole MSC.
First we assume that there are no constraints in an MSC. If two activities
with associated random variables X1 and X2 are sequentially composed,
the time needed to complete them is determined by a random variable defined as X1 + X2 .
If two or more activities meet in a coregion, time needed is determined
by a random variable defined as the maximum of random variables of all
these activities.
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For example, for an MSC depicted in Figure 5.2, total time needed to
complete all message exchanges is determined by a random variable defined as X1 + max(X2 + X4 , X3 + X5 ).
MSC stochastic
p1

p2

p3

X1
X2
X3

c1

X4

X5

Figure 5.2: Message Sequence Chart with associated random variables
If there are constraints, we start computing them bottom up, from the
ones that do not contain any other constraints inside. We first compute
the probability distribution function of a time needed to complete all the activities inside the constraint (we can do this because the constraint is proper,
so there are no incoming messages we need to wait for, etc.) and then truncate this distribution just to the specified interval. If the area within a constraint need time determined by a random value X and the constraint is
the interval (a, b) then the probability density function of the truncated distribution is
g(x)
pdfX|a<X<b (x) =
cdfX (b) − cdfX (a)
, where g(x) = pdfX (x) for all x from interval (a, b) and g(x) = 0 elsewhere.

5.3 Stochastic Analysis in hMSC
The situation in an hMSC is more complicated, especially because of the cycles. We will show how to solve acyclic hMSCs and then we discuss how to
deal with cycles.
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We again compute a probabilistic distribution for a part within the constraint, starting bottom up. Because there is just a finite number of MSCs
inside and no cycles, there is also only a finite number of possible traces.
We take all of them, concatenate each to form an MSC, and compute the cumulative distribution function of a random variable associated with this
MSC. Also we need to multiply for each trace all the probabilities of transitions from one MSC to another along the trace, this gives us the probability
of this particular trace. Cumulative distribution function of the whole part
of hMSC is then
X
cdfhM SC (x) =
pt cdfM SCt (x)
t∈T races

where T races denotes the set of all traces in this part of hMSC, pt is the
probability of execution according to a trace t and finally M SCt is an MSC
created as a concatenation of all MSCs along the trace t.
Unfolding the cycles leads to an infinite number of traces, which is unfeasible. But there are two ways, how to restrict number of iterations of one
cycle, if we are satisfied with computation with just some precision.
There is a probability p that the execution enters and repeats a cycle.
Probability, that we perform exactly x iterations of the cycle is px (1 − p).
As x goes higher this probability is decreasing below any limit. So we may
ignore all iterations above some number of repetitions, because their impact
on overall performance is negligible.
Another approach is to compute the probabilistic distribution of time
needed to perform one iteration of the cycle and if there is a constraint in
which this cycle is inside, we may restrict the maximal number of iterations
such that more repeating of a cycle gives us only negligible chance, that the
process will satisfy the constraint.

5.4 Practical Usage
The real practical usage depends very much on used probability distributions. If we use for example log-normal probability distribution, computation is unfeasible even with just a few messages.
There are several possible ways how to overcome these difficulties, such
as discretization of the distributions (replacing the continuous distribution
with a discrete one) or approximating the distributions with simpler ones.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
In this thesis we have studied Message Sequence Chart, formalism for describing the behaviour of a communication system. Especially time and
stochastic concepts were in focus.
Survey of currently existing approaches how to deal with probabilities
in MSC– reliability prediction and sensitivity analysis, transformation into
a stochastic Petri net, and Stochastic Message Sequence Charts – was provided.
Also some ways how to compute properties of Message Sequence Chart
with probabilities and constraints were suggested.
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